
2D ANIMATION
Our colorful and entertaining 
cartoons and games brighten
the kids’ world



The core animation team of TWP works together for already 5 years. The average 
professional experience of an animator in our company is 10 years. 

The animation department of TWP was founded more than 3 years ago and since 
that time new talented animators have joined us. They are constantly developing 
their skills under the supervision of the animated cartoon director Alexander 
Makarov.

The animation team of The Web Production creates highly professional cartoons 
while the most advanced and up-to-date animation software is involved at a highest 
possible extent.

The success of our cartoons is guaranteed due to the combination of profound 
knowledge in the field of traditional animation and modern computer technologies.





Animators, programmers, sound producer and testers – all of them take part in 
animated cartoon development.  



TWP animation – success of your product at a low investment 

our know-how – the basic animation libraries allow us to reduce development time and cost significantly

the character library guarantees that the animation character looks the same in every scene  

combined usage of Flash, 3DMax, Painter, Photoshop and others

developing a cartoon in Flash allows us not to use the expensive services of clean-up animators and tracers

Flash enables us to import sound and create a sound-oriented animation

Full animation is possible, as Flash enables hand-drawn pictures



Movie

Episodes

Scenes (up to 20 s.)

Pictures, frames

Cartoon structure

Animators create frames, 
which are being consecutively 
put together and thus form a 
movie.  

Frame animation provides the 
smooth movements of 
characters.



The process of creating a cartoon consists of:

1. Developing an idea – scripting

2. Pre-production

3. Production

4. Postproduction



1.  Developing an idea – scripting

The script of the cartoon has to be created observing special rules which differ from 
the script of the live-action movie:

The visual presentation is of primary importance

The spectator is fascinated by the visual “tricks”



2. “Pre-production”

Drawing the comic and developing the timing (storyboard)

The script is a base for the graphics artist to draw a storyboard – which is a series of sketches graphically 
representing the actions described in the script. The storyboard allows the scriptwriter, director, producer 
and animators to visualize and to estimate the project.

Timing – movement calculation in time, calculation of the cartoon duration. 



Music & sound
Using the comic, the music composer and the sound editor create and record musical themes

Track Breakdown
The editor cuts the soundtrack according to the exact duration of the movie and breaks it down into 
parts. In general it means just a simple phonetical analysis of the dialogues and the definition of the 
exact position of every sound in relation to the film structure.

Recording the dialogues with actors  
The animation fully depends on the exact synchronization of the pictures and the soundtrack, that’s 
why the animator should get the tunes, sounds and dialogues even before he starts drawing. Only in 
this case can he reproduce the actions correspondingly. 

The artist creates sketches of the characters which have to be approved by the 
producer

The final sketch of the character – color sketches form all perspectives – is called a Model sheet and 
is further used as a basis for drawing all the characters. 



The stages to create the character Jane:

21

43



The stages to create the character Mayor:

1 2

3 4



Sketching the character includes the development of mouth actions:  



Size chart

After all characters are sketched, their proportions in relation to each other have to be set. The proportions 
should be described in storyboard.



Character library
There is a character library of every 
character created during the 
development process. The library 
consists of the models of its body 
parts.  That’s why even if the 
character appears in different scenes 
made by different animators it will 

surely look the same.



1 32

654



Using the parts, the character 
consists of, it is easily possible 
to create another one by 
changing only the head.  

Here you see how easy Maja
the Bee can be turned into 
Willy!  



54 6

1 32



You can create different 
characters by simply painting 
their body or clothing parts 
with different colors. All of the 
new characters – warlike ants 
or funny bees – will be sharing 
the same qualities.





Library of basic animations

After having developed the character’s appearance the cartoon director analyzes the script and picks out 
repeated actions (such as walking, gestures, mimics and so on). Every character is being drawn in its 
cheerful, neutral and sad mood. These actions form the basic animations library which will be completed 
when new repeated actions are found. This library can be viewed as a cartoon’s “alphabet”.







The “alphabet” allows us to build the cartoon together in a very short time which is an advantage for cartoon 
series and computer games production.  

Moreover, the basic animation library spares us the cleaning-up when the character appears again as the film 
action unfolds.  

The compilation of the basic animation library is our know-how. 

The basic animation library and character libraries allow us to reduce the production costs significantly 
because the production time gets shorter and there are less resources needed.  







Close-up and distancing of the character is viewed as a repeated action. In this case the basic animation 
library includes 3-d animation segments which makes the cartoon integration even easier.







The characters “inherit” their common features from each other at the same time getting some own features 
that make them different from others.  When one single detail of the character’s appearance is changed, it 
will be changed automatically in the whole scene.

Inheritance of change in library







Layout
The layout is a staging image with the background and characters based on the storyboard and the sound 
accompaniment. The layout corresponds to staging a mise en scene in dramatic art.

Using the layouts and the sound accompaniment the artist creates an Animatix – a project of the cartoon.

The director estimates the overall impression which the cartoon makes. At this stage he can make changes 
in the visual content, which are not going to require additional time or work. 

First animators, then the customer analyze following aspects of layout:

determination of proportion between characters and background  

determination of objects disposition on the screen

Layout of every scene has to be confirmed by the customer/licensee. 



Determination of proportion between characters and background 

Charly Brown is smaller than Linus -
that doesn’t conform with Peanuts 
Size Chart  

Size of characters is not adequate to 
the background

The size of characters in relation to 
each other is determined in Size
chart, which is delivered by the
customer or worked out by
animators.



Determination of objects disposition on the screen

One more rule is the character
disposition in relation to other objects. 
Charley Brown, regardless of his 
position, should not be blocked up with 
any objects. Besides objects cannot be 
situated on the way of the character 
without special reason.

The starting position isn’t right 
because to go to the exits Charley 
Brown has to move at non-standard 
angle. Animators would be forced to 
create a unique walk only for this 
scene.   

Charly Brown moves in 3 directions 
with standard walk (with use of basic 
animation library) not blocking up 
click points.



Layout – the scene from “The Magical Tooth Fairies” cartoon

The layout of the scene 
– initial position of the 
characters

This position is a 
starting point of their 
actions and the final 
moment of the scene.  



3. “Production”

Сreating absolute frames
At this stage the animators work on the character image in different situations.
Absolute frames are the most expressive moments of action. To make the movements smoother, in-
between frames are inserted.  

According to the 
script, Mayor is in 
a good mood –
frame 1, and then 
he gets surprised 
by something–
frame 5



In-betweening

Drawing in-between frames to be inserted between absolute frames. Usually there’s only a couple of them, 
rarely up to 5. The number of in-between frames in defined by the timing. The timing is shown as a graph –
a line between two circles, where the number of in-between frames is marked. The smaller the amount of 
frames, the faster is the movement.  



Absolute
position – 1 (blue
outline) and 5 
(green)

In-between frame
– 3 (pink)

It’s possible to 
create two more in-
between frames–
2 and 4, then the 
movement becomes 
even more smooth



Absolute and in-between frames:



Drawing the backgrounds

The backgroungs
are created in 
Flash, Photoshop, 
Painter and others.

Backgrounds made 
in Flash:

Flash allows to use 
lots of graphic, 
clear lines  



Backgrounds made in
Photoshop:

Photoshop
is convenient for using 
artistic techniques, that’s 
why backgrounds, made in 
Photoshop, have smoother 
lines and softer forms.

It’s possible to use 
different programs while 
creating a single 
background. 



Tracing and Painting

Due to the usage of computer technologies tracing is not needed any more.  

The wide spectrum of colors is used for painting. Modern computer technologies 
simplify the painting process and provide additional possibilities to present color 
effects. Some programs provide hardware painting.  



The colors are provided 
for every smallest detail: 
the color of the eye pupil 
or shoe sole.  

The contours of the 
character have been 
outlined so the paint will 
not get out of the 
specified area.

contour 45 27 0
skin 255 204 153
shoes 255 102 153
blouse 255 102 153
t-shirt 255 204 204
trousers 153 51 102
socks 204 255 255
sole 255 255 204

cap 204 0 82
hair (dark) 204 102 0
fair hair 255 153 0
pupils 47 94 47
white 255 255 255
upper lips 204 0 0
lower lips 255 0 0



Visual effects

Visual computer effects are widely used in the modern animation to intensify the 
expressiveness of action and escalate the sensations.



Integration

The final stage of the animation is the integration of all animated characters, 
backgrounds and sounds. 

The integration is performed by the programmers.  



4. “Postproduction”

It is almost impossible to make an animation mistake at the stage of integration 
because in the process of creating a storyboard and a layout (Pre-production) the 
concept of the future cartoon is refined; and when the characters and the 
backgrounds (Production) are being drawn every smallest detail is being 
considered. 

The changes in the cartoon have to be made only if something has been changed 
in the script.  















Year Kind of Project Title of Project Publisher

1974 Animation movie Long live the Nature! The Studio of Scientific Movies

1975 Animation movie Smoking damages your health The Studio of Scientific Movies

1975 Animation movie A car and some statistics The Studio of Scientific Movies

1975 Animation movie Invisible waves The Studio of Scientific Movies

1976 Animation movie An air tram №19 The Studio of Scientific Movies

1976 Animation movie Depends on you The Studio of Scientific Movies

1976 Animation movie The perspectives of timber machines The Studio of Scientific Movies

1977 Animation movie About the living clock The Studio of Scientific Movies

1978 Animation movie Long live the Cinema! The Studio of Scientific Movies

1978 Animation movie Transit to Afghanistan The Studio of Scientific Movies

1979 Animation movie How a human being moves The Studio of Scientific Movies

1980 Animation movie About a mother The Studio of Scientific Movies

1980 Animation movie Self-installing devices The Studio of Scientific Movies

1981 Animation movie Sonic depth-finders and logs The Studio of Scientific Movies

1981 Animation movie The methods of mechanical processing The Studio of Scientific Movies

1982 Animation movie The heart and us The Studio of Scientific Movies

References of our Team:



1982 Animation movie Structured communications network The Studio of Scientific Movies

1984 Animation movie Phased surface The Studio of Scientific Movies

1984 Animation movie If you want to be healthy The Studio of Scientific Movies

1985 Animation movie Cases of electrical injury The Studio of Scientific Movies

1985 Animation movie Delta-function The Studio of Scientific Movies

1986 Animation movie How to become a star The Studio of Scientific Movies

1986 Animation movie Along the roads of the 2-nd Universe The Studio of Scientific Movies

1988 Animation movie Hyperbolic equations The Studio of Scientific Movies

1989 Animation movie Hyperbolic equations The Studio of Scientific Movies

1990 Animation movie The red money The Studio of Scientific Movies

1993 Animation movie Lion Finds a House Panorama

1993 Animation movie Dare SIC Studio

1993 CD Game Link. The Faces Of Evil Philips Interactive 

1993 CD Game Zelda. The Wand Of Gamelon Philips Interactive 

1993 CD Game Mutant Rampage Philips Interactive 

1993 CD Game I.M. Meen: 3D Learning Adventure Simon & Shuster Interactive 

1993 Full-length animation film Prince Sinders Midi-Cinema

1994 CD Game The Pyramid Adventure Philips Interactive

1994 CD Game Zelda AMI

1994 TV Animation Serial GBR - GlobalBearsRescuers N1 Midi-Cinema



1994 Intro TV Show 50/50 Midi-Cinema

1995 CD Game Magic Tailes Series: BabaYaga and the Magic Geese Davidson

1995 CD Game Magic Tailes Series: The Little Samurai Davidson

1995 CD Game Magic Tailes Series: Imo and The King Davidson

1995 CD Game Link AMI

1995 CD Game I’ M’ Meen AMI

1996 CD Game Magic Tailes Series: Liam Finds a Story Davidson

1996 CD Game Magic Tailes Series: The Princess And The Crab Davidson

1996 CD Game Magic Tailes Series: Sleering Cub's Test of Courage Davidson

1996 CD Game Gregory and the Hot Air Balloon Broderbund

1996 CD Game Darby the Dragon Broderbund

1997 CD Game Casey Goes to Summer Camp

1997 CD Game Warcraft. Lord of Clans Blizzard Entertainment 

1997 CD Game Magic Pearls

1997 CD Game Magic Acorns

1997 TV Animation Serial GBR - GlobalBearsRescuers N2 Midi-Cinema

1997 TV commercial Caleidoscope Midi-Cinema

1997 Music video V.Maltsev Midi-Cinema

1997 Music video Elena Panurova

1998 CD Game Fisher Price - Ready for School - Reading Knowledge Adventure



1998 CD Game Jump Start Math for Kindergartners Knowledge Adventure

1998 CD Game Jump Start Reading for Second Graders                    Knowledge Adventure

1998 CD Game Jump Start Preschool Knowledge Adventure

1998 Intro Good morning, country Midi-Cinema

1999 CD Game Dinosaur. Adventure 3D Knowledge Adventure

1999 CD Game The Middle Earth Sierra

1999 TV Animation Serial The adventure in the Emerald city, 1st and 2nd part Millhouse Studio

1999 TV Animation Serial English cartoon series for kids, series 1-4 Millhouse Studio

1999 TV Commercial Runit (construction company) Millhouse Studio

2000 TV Animation Serial The adventure in the Emerald city, parts 3 and 4 Millhouse Studio

2000 CD Game Jump Start Artist Knowledge Adventure

2000 TV Animation Serial Global Bears Rescue. Salut to Victors BBC Cymrae

2000 TV Commercial Ravioli Millhouse Studio

2000 Animation movie Krok (animation festival) Millhouse Studio

2000 TV Animation Serial GBR - GlobalBearsRescuers N3 Millhouse Studio

2000 Documentary film The age of animation MTV 

2000 CD Game Biene Maja 1 Tivola Publishing

2001 CD Game Biene Maja  2 Tivola Publishing

2001 CD Game Mouse   3 Tivola Publishing

2001 CD Game Wickie und die starken Männer 1 Tivola Publishing



2001 CD Game Klett Tivola Publishing

2002 CD Game TKKG  10 Tivola Publishing

2002 Documentary film The age of animation (sequel) MTV 

2002 Short-length animation film There Was An Old Lady Scholastic Entertainment

2002 CD Game Snoopy und seine Freunde. Linus in Not! Tivola Publishing

2002 TV Animation Serial The Magical Tooth Fairies. Pilot Trailer CineWeb Production

2002 CD Game Laura Stern Tivola Publishing

2003 Full-length animation film Dwarf the Nose Millhouse Studio

2003 CD Game Wickie und die starken Männer 2 Tivola Publishing

2002 TV Animation Serial The Magical Tooth Fairies. CineWeb Production

The boy Andrew who…

2003 CD Game Oscar Sea Tivola Publishing



Contact:

The Web Production
11th line 38
Vasilievsky Island
199178 St.Petersburg
Russia

Phone: +7 (812) 320 47 00 
Fax: +7 (812) 320 47 01 

e-mail: info@thewebproduction.com




